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The closed graph theorem allows one to assert that if a bounded trans- 
formation has an inverse, the inverse is bounded. The corresponding statement 
for bilinear maps is shown to be false, at least in the category of general Banach 
spaces. This problem arose in connection with the problem of writing every 
function in H1 of the polydisc as a product of functions in H”. The method of 
proof involves a covering of the unit sphere by neighborhoods which are 
products but in which the bounds involved in these products tend to infinity. 
One form of the closed graph theorem says that given a continuous 
map from one Banach space onto another, there is a constant A > 0 
such that for any unit vector in the range space, there is a vector of the 
domain space of norm <A which maps onto it. The purpose of this 
note is to show that the corresponding result for bilinear maps fails. 
This answers a question of Rudin [l], who raised the problem in 
connection with factorizing functions in the class H1 of the polydisc. 
Unfortunately our example is given for the space P and the problem 
remains open for Hilbert space. Precisely our theorem is as follows. 
THEOREM. There is a bilinear map 4: P x P -+ I1 which is onto all 
of 6 andfor which there is a sequence of unit vectors u, such that whenever 
u, = $6~~ JL) then II x, II - II JL II 3 n. 
As usual, I1 denotes the space of all absolutely convergent sequences 
x = {xn} with norm C 1 x, I. A basis vector will denote a sequence with 
only one nonzero term. Two vectors x = {xn} and y = {yn} are said 
to be independent if x,y, = 0 for all n. Clearly if the vectors uk are 
independent, (1 C uk (1 = C 11 uk (I. All subspaces will be assumed 
closed. 
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DEFINITION. Let T be a subspace. We write P(u, T) < A if 
u = ur + us where ur E T and )( u2 )I < h /( u1 11. 
Our result will follow from the following lemma, whose proof we 
defer until later. 
MAIN LEMMA. Let U, V, T be subspaces spanned by an infinite set
of basis vectors, letI( x11 = 1, and assume xand Tare independent. There 
is a bilinear map 4: U x V -+ I1 (which we write as 4(x, y) = x - y), 
such that 
(1) II 24 -v II < 3 II 24 II *II vII. 
(2) image of 4 includes all vectors of the form x + y where y 
ranges over aball of positive radius. 
(3) If u is in the range of 4, either P(u, T) < l/10 OY u = CX(X + w) 
and either 11w 11 < l/10 or P(w, T) < l/10. 
The point of this lemma is best understood if we recall the proof of 
the closed graph theorem in the linear case. There, a key step depends 
on the fact that if an open set lies in the range of a linear map, the map 
is onto. In the above lemma, quite the contrary takes place. The 
range of 4 is heavily concentrated along the space spanned by x and 
T, despite he fact hat he range does include anopen set. 
LEMMA 2. With the same notation asabove, if u is independent of x
and T, then the distance from u to the range of 4 is 211 u I). 
Proof. Let v be in the range of 4. If P(v, T) < l/10, then 
v = Vl + 02 9 II v2 II < l/10 II v1 , v, ET so II u- vu1 II= II uII + II ~1 IL II 
and II u - v 11 3 1) u11 + II vl 11 - l/10 II v1 II. If v = a(x + w) and 
II wII < l/10, IIu - v II 3 II 11 II + I 01 I- l/10 I01 I. If P(w, T) < l/10, 
w = wl + w2, w1 E T, /I w2 II < l/10 II q II, then 
II u- 0 II 2 II uII + I cx I+ I cx III Wl II - l/IO Ia I II eu, II* 
We shall now define a bilinear m pwhich is onto and which satisfies 
our theorem. Choose asequence ofvectors x,which are dense in the 
unit sphere, and such that each x, is afinite linear combination of basis 
vectors. Let U, , V, , T, , T,, , m, n > 1 and TO be spaces spanned 
by infinite sets of basis vectors such that 
(1) U, , V, , T,,,  T,, , T,, are independent. 
(2) For each n, T, and x, are independent, and for all m, PZ > 1, 
T,, is independent of x, and x, . 
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Such spaces clearly can be constructed by induction on m and n. We 
shall define 4 on C U, x C V, and assume 4 is extended toP x P 
by setting all other products equal to zero. (More specifically, there 
clearly are spaces U’ and V’ such that P = U’ + C U,, P = V’ + 2 V,, 
and we set C# = 0 on U’ x C V,‘, etc.) 
(1) On U, x V, , + is defined as( 103n)+, where 4, is taken as 
the map given by the main lemma relative to X, , U, , V, , and T, . 
(2) For m # n, define 4 on U, x V, as follows: As u and o 
range through the unit basis vectors which span U, and I’, respec- 
tively, u .ZI ranges through distinct unit basis vectors inT,, . Thus, 
on Urn x V,, 4 is norm preserving  the sense that 11 c&, x)11 = 
II YII .II xII. Ob serve that he range of 4 trivially includes the unit 
sphere and hence all of P. It remains toshow that 4has no “bounded 
inverse” inthe sense of our theorem. 
LEMMA 3. Let p, E T,, and let p, = (C z,) - (C z,‘) where 
2;, E U, and z,’ EV, , and put A = C I] z, II, B = C [I z,’ 11. Then 
f OY some m, , II zmO II Z 9/10A, 11 x&II 3 9/10B. 
Proof. Assume first that 11 X, II < 9/10A for all m. Then 
c II %n II -II %a’ II < 9/10A& 
so C II x, II *II 2,’ 11 where m # n, is >l/lOAB, and so 
Sincep, is independent of T,, for all m, n, II p, - z+n X, * x,’ II >
l/lOAB so we have acontradiction. Thus for some m,,, IIxmO II > 9/10A 
and similarly forsome m, , 11 z+ II >, 9/10A. If m. # mr , then 
C /I z, II *11 x,’ II < (l/5 + l/lOO)AB and we reach a contradiction 
exactly asbefore. 
LEMMA 4. Let p, E T,, I/p0 II = 1, p, = (C zm) * (C x,‘) us above, 
and m, as above. Then p, is not independent of xmO and AB > m, . 
Proof. Assume p, is independent of xmO . Let 
Wl = %Q %i) +( c +Lo. 
0 lll#9tt0 
Then II w1 II Z II zmo II (B - II & II) + II Lo II ll(A - II 2;no II), ad ml is 
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independent of xmO , Tm, and p, . Let w2 = C z,, .xn’ where m # m, , 
n # m, . Then 
so (1 w2 11 < l/10// w1 11. Now, p, - wr - wa = xWLO * zkO and thus is in 
the range of q4,, . Since p, - wi is independent of xmO and Tm, and 
II ~2 II < II P, - w, II, th is contradicts Lemma 2, so that p, cannot be 
independent of x,~ . Furthermore, 
III%--w,-w,ll a 1 +llw1Il-llw2ll a 1, 
and sincep, - wr - w2 is in the range of $,, , and q& has norm as a 
bilinear mapping <l/m, , we have I( zmO (1 *(( x& I/ > m, , which 
proves the lemma. 
Since, given M, there xist p in To, such that p is independent 
of x, for m < M, we have deduced the theorem from the main lemma. 
It remains now to prove the main lemma. In the following C will 
denote absolute constants (not necessarily the same). 
LEMMA 5. Let U be spanned by the unit basis vectors e,ui and V be 
spanned by the unit basis vectors f,vi . Let (I x(I = 1, T a space spanned 
by an injinite setof basis vectors, T and x independent. Let 0 < 6’ < a5 
and 6 < l/10. There is a bilinear map 4: U x V -+ P such that 
(1) II 24 *v II d 3 II uII *II vII; 
(2) e-f=x; 
(3) If ,z is in the range of $, either P(z, T) < C6 or x = h(x + w) 
and either I(w I( ,< 6 or P(w, T) < CS. 
(4) If (e + u) * (f + v) = x + w, u in the space spanned by 
u, , v in the space spanned by vi , then as u and v vary over the ball of 
radius 6, the range of w includes a dense set in the ball of radius 6’. 
Proof. Put ui’ = 6ui, vi’ = Sv, .Define I$ as follows: 
e*f =x, ui’-f =$yi+ai+bi, e . vi’ = &yi - ai + bi , 
us’ .vi’ = -26, and ui’ *vi’ = cii if i # j. 
Here yi ranges over adense set inside the ball of radius 6’ and ai, 
b, , cij are distinct basis vectors inT and (1 ai (1 = 6, II b, (I = (I cij II = a2. 
Clearly (l), (2) and (4) hold. Consider the equation 
(e + alli’) * (f+ /%‘) = x + (w) yi + (a - B)ai + (a + B - 2o113)h 
=x+w, 
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We claim that unless ((Y - 1 ) < S2 end 1 p - 1 1 < S2, then 
P(w, T) < CS. This will be shown by a series ofcase analysis. 
(1) Assumejol] 22, j/I\ 22, loll >,\/3\.Thenthecoeffi- 
cient of b, is 32 \ cx jand the coefficient of yiis <\ 011, Hence 
P(w, T) f ) a j r/2 1 01 j62. 
(2) If 1 01 > 3, / /3 I< 2, then the coefficient of ai is >,I 01 j/3, 
so clearly P(w, T) f 3 1 01 jS/l 01 j6 < CS. 
(3) Assume \ OL j< 3, ( p \ < 3 and ( 01- 1 / > S2. Assume 
first that /cy - /3 )> S3. Then the coefficient of a,is ),Ss and so 
P(w, T) < 3S’/S4 6 CS. If I 01 - j3 (< S3, then 
1 a + p - 243 1 > I2ci - a2 1 - 63 - 663 > 62 1 a 1 - 763. 
If I 01 j> l/10, I 01 + /3 - 2c& ) >, CS2 so that P(w, T) < 3S’/cS2 < CS. 
If ( 01 I< l/l0 then I ,9 )< l/5 so that IOL /, /,3 Iare both <l/5, and 
in this case we again distinguish two possibilities. Assume) /3 I> ] 01 , 
and if 1 /~-CL j >, l/41 p I, we clearly get P(w, T) < 41s \S’jl j3 16 < CS. 
If I B - 011 < l/4 j/3 1, then 
Ia+B-WI >WIBI--PIPI >ClBI. 
So P(w, T) < C ) j3 1S’jl fi) S2 < CS. Thus, we have proved that 
unless 1 01- 1 ] < S2 and j /I - 1 1 < S2, P(w, T) < CS. 
Now consider x + w = (e + C q+‘) * (f + C &vi’) and write 
w=cw,+cwij, where the notation is clear. Recall that ui’ .vi’ = cii 
and that Cam are independent of ak and b, . Let J denote the set of 
indices i where I 01~ - 1 I < S2 and ( fli - 1 I < S2. If J is empty, 
clearly P(w, 7’) < CS. If J has only one member, say i = 1, then 
11 wr 1) < CF. Let v = &+r wi + C wii .Since ai, bi and ci3 are 
independent, i  follows that v = or + v2 where vi E T and II v, II >, 
(1 - W&l II wi II + C II wij 11) > (1 - 6) I) vI). Thus since w = wl + v, 
if II w II >, 6, we get II vII > CS and P(w, T) < CS. It remains to 
consider the case where Jhas more than one member. Put el = C wii 
for i, jE J. Then II 6 11 > S2 I J I, where I J I is the cardinality of J.
Also C I( wi (( for iin J is <CS’ 1 J I. Now it follows that 
This proves assertion (3)of the lemma except possibly for elements of
the form w = u . (flf + v) or (ale + U) . v. Considering the tist 
case we find that ul’ *pf = fl( Qyi + ai + b,), SO that by estimating 
only the ai contribution, w = wr + w2 where wi E T and II w, 11 <
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I B I 6’12 IB I a2 II 7% IL so P(w, 2’) < 6. This proves Lemma 5 in its 
entirety. 
We turn now to the main lemma. Let Ui, V, , Ti be subspaces 
spanned by infinite sets of basis vectors such that U = C U, , 
V = C Vi, and 7” = C Ti . For each n, we can choose 9, defined 
on U, x V, satisfying the conditions f Lemma 5 and where 6and 
C6 occurring in (3) of that lemma are both <lO-32--n. Let8,’ be the 
corresponding numbers occurring in (4) of that lemma. Let + = +, 
onU~xV~and~=OonU,,~xV~ifm#n.Let[j~[j<6~’. 
Then for some u1 E U, , zrr E VI, 11 u1 )[ < 10~~2-l, 11 zlr 11 < 10-32-l, 
(e + 4 - (I- + VI> = x + w1 and JJ w - w1 jJ < 6,‘. An easy induc- 
tion gives asequence u,, v,,,  such that if 
w, =e*v,fu;f +u;v,, /I w - w1 - I-* - w, I/ < s;+1, 
and 11 U, (( < lo-32+, 11 a, (1 < 10-32-n thus (e + C u,) * (f + C vn) = 
x + w. Thus (1) and (2) of the main lemma are clear. Assume in 
general (e+ C u,) * (f + C v,) = x + 2 w, = x + w. Then, either 
(1 w, (1 < 10”2+ or P(w, , T,) < 10w32+. Let J = (n 1 11 wn 11 b 
10-329, and set w’ = C w, for n E J, wn = w - w’. Clearly 
(1 w” (1 < 20-3. Thus, if (1 w Ij > 10-r, since P(w’, 2’) < 10m3, we see 
that P(w, T) < l/10. A product of the form (e + C u,) * (C v,) 
is easily treated in the same way. Thus the main lemma is proved. 
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